I wasn’t at all surprised at the level of interest in the Expo. As a speaker, I was fortunate to avoid
standing the cue of enthusiastic visitors, but on entering Olympia, I was taken aback by the buzz that
came from within. But then our charge is an important one and the melting of minds within was
exciting.
The role of the security community is forever challenged to evolve in response to changing threat
environment. The past rarely repeats itself but sometime it rhymes – when we speak of the current
security climate uncertainty and unpredictability prevail. Those tasked with preventing and
protecting us from adversaries are commanded to remain cutting edge in their innovation.
Individuals responsible for investigating post incident must be encouraged to think outside of the
box, confident in the face of complexity, and empowered to work across organisational boundaries,
and geographical borders. Consequently, never has the need for private sector security cooperation
been so important. As the relationship between government and private sector grows increasingly
sophisticated, a special chemistry forms, sparking a sense of common purpose of common effect.
Events such as the UK Security Expo act as an important catalyst to these relationships. The Expo
provided an excellent opportunity for individuals from across the security community (both in the
UK and overseas) to share experiences, discuss ideas, and debate future strategies.
Attended by a full and dynamic audience, the individual thematic conferences were attended by
practitioners, academics, thought leaders, managers, leaders and policy shapers. As a speaker,
familiar with attending similar events around the world, I was pleased to see how interested and
willing to engage the audience was. The organisers had attracted the right audience and delivered a
series of speakers who inspired them. The themes were relevant and the content insightful. My own
talk, which followed that of Lord Evans (former DG of MI5) was focused on the need for Dynamic
Thinking in intelligence operations – a concept built on Lords Butler’s Review of the intelligence
agencies post Iraq. My concept, turned training programme, is one that I deliver as training and
consultancy around the world. With an audience of several hundred sat before me, I mixed into the
fold two live simulation exercises to test their skill in thinking on their feet and responding to a
realistic security crisis – they all did very well!
Of importance is our ability to remain at the leading edge, an ideally ahead of the changing security
environment. The Expo encourage was organised in such a way that innovation and a mindset of
forward thinking prevailed. This was demonstrated through various mechanisms, including some
rather excellent and insightful workshops focused on Crowded Places, Screening, Tracking and
Emergency Service response. One thing that shone through across all elements of the Expo, was the
passion for effective implementation of the solutions on offer – no matter how sophisticated a piece
of equipment, if incorrectly employed such tools can become a distraction or worse. However, the
organisers of the Expo had selected companies who’ve mastered both the art and science of their
specialism – meaning that practitioners and managers were inspired to see the utility and value of
the solutions on offer against real world scenarios.
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